Supplementary Material of AvatarCraft: Transforming Text into Neural Human Avatars with Parameterized Shape and Pose Control

1. More Implementation Details

We adopt similar augmentation strategies to those used in recent text-to-3D generative models [1, 5, 3, 2, 4]. In this section, we describe the adopted augmentations in detail.

**Random Camera Extrinsic Augmentation.** During the template avatar creation process, we randomize the camera extrinsic when rendering the implicit avatar \( \mathcal{N} \). More specifically, we fix the camera to look at the center and sample elevation angle \( \theta \sim \mathcal{U}(-\pi/6, \pi/6) \), azimuth angle \( \phi \sim \mathcal{U}((-\pi/3, \pi/3) \cup (2\pi/3, 4\pi/3)) \), and camera distance in \( \mathcal{U}(2.0, 2.2) \).

**Random Background Augmentation.** We augment the rendering of implicit avatar \( \mathcal{N} \) by using random background color. Three types of background are used, including 1) pure white. 2) pure black. 3) Gaussian noise \( \mathcal{N}(0.5, 0.1) \).

**View-dependent Prompt Augmentation.** We combine the prompt augmentation technique for human [1] and for general object [5] to provide more semantically meaningful text guidance. First, we use “the body of {}” and “the face of {}” when rendering body and head bounding box of avatars, respectively. Additionally, we further augment the prompt by “front view of {}”, “side view of {}” depending on the range of azimuth angle \( \phi \). More specifically, we use “Front view of {}” when \( 5\pi/6 \leq \phi \leq 7\pi/6 \), and use “Back view of {}” when \( -\pi/6 \leq \phi \leq \pi/6 \), otherwise we use “Side view of {}”. Putting it together, example prompts include "back view of the body of Captain America” and "front view of the head of Captain America”. We visualize our augmentation in Fig. 1.

2. Additional Qualitative Results

In this section, we provide more results of our proposed method, including additional generated avatars in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, as well as pose sequences in Fig. 4.

3. Supplementary Video

We provide a supplementary video with more visual results rendered in multiple views. We highly recommend watching our supplementary video in https://avatar-craft.github.io/ to observe the user-friendliness and view consistency that our method can achieve in creating, reshaping, and animating neural human avatars.
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Figure 2. More Generated Avatars.
Figure 3. More Generated Avatars.
Figure 4. Pose Sequences.